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Abstract 1 

Recent studies have shown that international medical graduates (IMG) comprise a substantial and 2 

increasingly larger share of the medical workforce, internationally. IMGs wishing to work in 3 

English-speaking countries face many challenges. And overcoming such challenges plays an 4 

important role in ensuring a more comfortable transition and improved outcomes for patients.  This 5 

study addresses one such area of concern: the efficient acquisition of advanced language 6 

competence for use in the medical workplace. This research also addresses the needs of medical 7 

students and practitioners in other countries, where English is not the primary language. 8 

Medical terminology and phrasing is based on a tradition spanning more than 2500 years—a 9 

tradition that cuts across typical linguistic and cultural boundaries. Indeed, as is commonly 10 

understood, the language required by doctors and other medical professionals varies substantially 11 

from the norm. In the present study, this dynamic is exploited to identify and characterize the 12 

language and patterns of usage specific to medical English, as it is used in practice and reporting.  13 

Overall, constructions comprised of preposition-dependent nouns, verbs and adjectives were found 14 

to be most prevalent (38%), followed by prepositional phrases (33%). The former includes 15 

constructions such as “present with”, “present to”, and “present in”; while constructions such as 16 

“of … patient”, “in … group”, and “with … disease” comprise the latter. Preposition-independent 17 

noun and verb-based constructions were far less prevalent overall (18% and 5%, respectively).  18 

Up to now, medical language reference and learning material has focused on relatively uncommon, 19 

but essential, Greek and Latin terminology. This research challenges this convention, by 20 

demonstrating that medical language fluency would be acquired more efficiently by focusing on 21 

prepositional phrases or preposition-dependent verbs, nouns, and adjectives in context. This work 22 
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should be of high interest to anyone interested in improved communication competence within the 23 

English-speaking medical workplace and beyond. 24 

What this paper adds 
What is already known on this subject 
• International medical graduates make up a substantial portion of the medical workforce 
• Imperfect medical English creates challenges for international medical graduates 
• Subideal language impacts credibility and has been associated with increased risk to patients 
What this study adds 
• Preposition-dependent terms, following Germanic usage patterns, dominate medical English 
• Complex terms derived from Greek and Latin are far less prevalent than assumed 
• Medical English learning expected to be expedited by focus on preposition-dependent terms  

 25 

 26 

 27 

28 
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Introduction 29 

International medical graduates (IMGs) have become essential to the health care systems of much 30 

of the developed world. [1] According to the latest OECD figures, IMGs represent 17.6% of the 31 

medical workforce among the OECD26 nations. [2] This figure is even higher within the English-32 

speaking world, with United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia each reporting well 33 

over 20% (25.0%, 28.7%, 23.5%, and 30.5%; respectively). IMGs often face many challenges 34 

when entering the workforce. These challenges have been well documented [3–5] and are often 35 

boiled-down to issues requiring improved acclimatization and communication. [6] Language 36 

barriers have often been cited as a key challenge [7], but very few studies have been conducted to 37 

explore what specific content or grammatical features are omitted by IMGs in practice. [8]  38 

Beyond the clinical setting, many have claimed that the ubiquity of English in medical reporting 39 

and communications has created undue burden for non-native speakers of English (nNS). [9–11] 40 

And the evidence supports these claims: nNS clinician-scientists are more likely to have had their 41 

research rejected for publication [9] or retracted due to reporting misconduct. [12] Not surprisingly, 42 

they are also reported to be overall less satisfied with the publication process. [13] 43 

The history and intellectual sophistication encoded within the language of medicine makes 44 

tackling such issues no easy feat. Indeed, medical terminology and phrasing are based on a 45 

tradition spanning more than 2500 years—a tradition that cuts across typical linguistic and cultural 46 

boundaries. [14] Consequently, the phrasing and language patterns typical within medical English 47 

vary substantially from that which would be considered typical of the common language. [15] This 48 

dynamic, however, is exploited in the present study to uncover and characterize the specific content 49 

and language patterns most prevalent within English, as it is used within medicine.  50 
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Methods  51 

To accomplish these goals, methods from the area of computational linguistics were applied to a 52 

representative language database (corpus) in order to extract and derive the following information:  53 

1) the collocations most likely to appear in medical English writing, 2) the proportion of the various 54 

parts of speech (and associated phrases) present in medical English writing, and 3) examples of 55 

representative language for each. In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to obtain a corpus 56 

that was sufficiently representative with respect to medical English. For this purpose, we used the 57 

Oxford English Corpus (OEC). The OEC is is one of the largest English-language corpora in the 58 

world, and is used by the Oxford University Press to support the production of their famed series 59 

of dictionaries of the English language and associated material. As stated by the Oxford University 60 

Press, “the corpus contains nearly 2.5 billion words of real 21st century English”. [16] It is 61 

considered to be the largest structured corpus of any language. [17] In addition to full-text, each 62 

document includes the following metadata, where available: title, author, author gender, dialect, 63 

date, and subject domain. In addition, document statistics (word count, sentence count, et al.) are 64 

generated automatically for each.  65 

All data preparation and analysis was conducted using the SketchEngine corpus management and 66 

analysis software by Lexical Computing Limited (UK). [18] SketchEngine provides many tools 67 

for analyzing the relationships between words within and across documents. This includes 68 

sophisticated analyses of collocation that enable the construction of statistically generated thesauri, 69 

concordances, and comparative analyses. [19] Downloading and processing of final data was done 70 

using Rapidminer Studio 6.5 (RapidMiner GmbH. Released 2015. RapidMiner Studio Academia, 71 

Version 6.5002) with a custom script written in R. 72 
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The corpus 73 

In order to produce a representative corpus specific to medical English, we identified and filtered 74 

all documents within the OEC classified under the subdomain “medicine”. In total, this included 75 

almost 75 million tokens (74,903,294): 3.08% of the OEC total. Grammar relationships for each 76 

are calculated and assigned based on a modified version of the Penn Treebank. [20] 77 

Term identification and ranking 78 

Collocations were calculated within the SketchEngine using the log-likelihood algorithm 79 

described by Dunning. [21] The frequency of each collocation within the medical subcorpus was 80 

then compared to the respective frequencies within the original, full OEC corpus. The following 81 

formula was used: !"#$% = '()*+,-./
'()*+,012

, where sub indicates the medical subcorpus, OEC indicates 82 

the full OEC corpus, and freq is the frequency of a given collocation within each respective corpus. 83 

[22] Collocations were then ranked according to score. The result was a ranked list of terms and 84 

phrases most likely to be found primarily in the medical subcorpus, along with POS information 85 

and frequency statistics. From this list, the top 10,000 collocations were retained for further 86 

analysis. This data set was downloaded using Rapidminer and converted into an Excel file. Within 87 

Excel, this list was then processed to remove duplicate entries. Following this process only 5436 88 

entries remained. Collocations were categorized according to grammatical relationship. The 89 

average and aggregate frequencies were then calculated for each grammatical category. 90 

Concordance generation 91 

These remaining entries were then fed back into the SketchEngine for concordance generation. 92 

For each selected collocation, a concordance was derived from entries within the medical 93 
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subcorpus. Corpus entries were selected from among the hundreds of options by applying the 94 

“good dictionary example” (GDEX) heuristic. [23] This algorithm automatically ranks 95 

concordance entries based primarily on simplicity of structure and typicality, with respect to other 96 

potential examples. The top five concordance entries were then returned accordingly. Concordance 97 

entries were then merged with the original dataset, to produce a final table consisting of: overall 98 

frequency, primary POS, collocation, grammar relationship, and five dictionary examples (Table 99 

1). 100 

Table 1. Example output. 101 

FREQ LEFT GR RIGHT Example Usage in Context 

60.66 patient N PREP with While the prognosis is quite good , [[patients with]] peripheral arterial occlusive 
60.66 patient N PREP with called by the emergency room to see a [[patient with]] possible myocardial 
60.66 patient N PREP with We provided a report about a [[patient with]] angiosarcoma on her scalp 
50.69 of PREP N patient many involved in the care of each [[of his critically ill patients]] , the patients 
50.69 of PREP N patient improving the accuracy in this subgroup [[of smear-negative patients]]  
50.69 of PREP N patient Yet until recently the wisdom and experience [[of the patient]] has been only 
50.69 of PREP N patient We can deduce this from the dreams [[of patients]] in analysis which 
50.69 of PREP N patient diagnostic techniques improved the outcome [[of patients]] with suspected 
46.39 in PREP N patient the low prevalence of the disease [[in referred patients]] without osteoporosis 
46.39 in PREP N patient therapy has been shown to be beneficial [[in patients]] with ataxia with 
46.39 in PREP N patient found to correlate with exercise capacity [[in patients]] with COPD , supporting 
46.39 in PREP N patient We had interpretable results [[in 44 patients]] as follows : 
46.39 in PREP N patient in future randomized trials of anticoagulation [[in cardiomyopathy patients]] . 
44.07 number N PREP of Zinc-deficient diets markedly increased the [[number of]] tumours generated 
44.07 number N PREP of Within the 29 patients with cough , the [[number of]] TRPV - 1positive 
44.07 number N PREP of With the same [[number of]] patients in each group 
41.53 associate V PREP with and low gamma-GCS reactivity may be [[associated with]] the high sensitivity 
41.53 associate V PREP with was effective in some patients with ataxia [[associated with]] CoQ10 deficiency 
41.53 associate V PREP with Weight gain was [[associated with]] increased energy , a 
41.53 associate V PREP with This was not [[associated with]] a significantly 

 102 

Table 1. Example output. Final output generated as shown here. Each column denotes: a) 103 
frequency per million (FREQ); b) term part at the head of a given collocation (LEFT); c) term part 104 
at the end of a collocation (RIGHT); d) grammar relationship between LEFT and RIGHT (GR). 105 

 106 

Results 107 
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Our resulting dataset consisted of 5436 collocations corresponding to the terms and phrases most 108 

likely to be found primarily within the medical English corpus. Collocations were then categorized 109 

according to grammatical relationship and frequency statistics. For the purpose of this analysis, 110 

“prevalence” is defined as the number of terms per category multiplied the average frequency; 111 

“prevalence” may also be derived by summing up the respective frequencies of each term within 112 

a given class. Prevalence thus reflects the relative likelihood that a given class of grammar 113 

relationship might be encountered within a given medical text. For the remainder of this paper, 114 

prevalence is described as a percentage with base of n = 9561. Table 2 summarizes these findings. 115 

Table 2. Top grammar relationships within medical English usage. 116 

Grammar Description Term 
Count 

(Absolute) 

Term Count 
(Percent) 

Term Freq. 
(Average) 

Prevalence 
(Absolute) 

Prevalence 
(Percent) 

PREP N Noun introduced by preposition 1535 28.2% 2.1 3202 33.1% 
N PREP Noun followed by preposition 944 17.4% 2.9 2721 28.1% 
X mod N Modified noun 1485 27.3% 1.1 1624 16.8% 
V PREP Verb followed by preposition 286 5.3% 2.3 661 6.8% 
and/or Coordinated pair 315 5.8% 1.0 328 3.4% 
V obj N Verb-object collocation 281 5.2% 1.2 327 3.4% 
ADJ PREP Adjective-preposition pairs 88 1.6% 2.8 247 2.6% 
X of N "of" modified noun 153 2.8% 1.0 157 1.6% 
ADV V Common modified verbs II 42 0.8% 1.2 51 0.5% 
X to N "to" Noun 23 0.4% 2.1 49 0.5% 
V Part Separable verbs 20 0.4% 2.0 41 0.4% 
ADV ADJ Modified or intensified adjectives 28 0.5% 1.3 37 0.4% 
N subj V Subject-verb collocation  32 0.6% 1.1 34 0.4% 
N is ADJ Common "is" expressions 16 0.3% 1.9 30 0.3% 
X to V Common infinitives with "to" 15 0.3% 1.0 14 0.1% 
V ADV Common modified verbs I 9 0.2% 1.4 12 0.1% 
it+ Common "it is" expressions 6 0.1% 1.9 12 0.1% 
X than N Comparative using "than" 5 0.1% 1.0 5 0.1% 
  * Average term frequency less than 1.0 omitted. 
  * term count less than 5 omitted. 

 117 

Table 2. Top grammar relationships within medical English usage. Term Count (Percent) 118 
includes terms not shown; n = 5436. Term Frequency reflects term occurrence per million terms. 119 
Prevalence (Percent) is based on overall aggregate prevalence (count * frequency), n = 9561. 120 

 121 
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Prevalence within medical English 122 

The most prevalent types of terms were nouns introduced by prepositions (“Prep N”, 33%), nouns 123 

followed by prepositions (“N Prep”, 28%), and modified nouns (“X mod N”, 17%); verbs followed 124 

by prepositions (“V Prep”, 7%) came in a distant fourth. The long-tail consisted of another 30 125 

miscellaneous grammar relationships accounting for 15% of total prevalence.  126 

“Prep N” includes collocations such as “of … patient”, examples of which include the expressions 127 

“of this critically ill patient”, “of the patient”, and “of patients”. Some other high-frequency 128 

collocations were “in ... group” (e.g., “in the control group” and “in both groups”) and “of study” 129 

(e.g., “of this study” and “of the previous studies”). “N Prep”, captured nouns for which 130 

appropriate collocation usage and/or meaning depends on the preposition. This includes 131 

terminology such as “treatment of”, “treatment in”, and “treatment with”. The third category, “X 132 

mod N” was found to be comprised mostly of noun-adjective pairs forming specific terminology 133 

such as “blood pressure”, “risk factor”, “side effect”, and “heart disease”. The fourth place 134 

category, “V Prep”, captured verbs for which the meaning conveyed depends on the preposition 135 

used. This includes terms such as “present with”, “present to”, “present in”, and “present as”. 136 

The remaining 15% of grammatical relationships observed are listed in Table 2. In total, thirty 137 

classes of grammatical relationships were observed. Of these, however, only a few stood out. The 138 

rest comprised a substantial long-tail of potentially informative, but low incidence terms and 139 

phrases; these were omitted from analysis. A brief overview of the remaining, significant terms 140 

follows. 141 

 “And/Or” (3%) is comprised mostly of common noun and modifier pairs (coordinates) that are 142 

generally equivalent, either in terms of collocational usage or meaning (modifiers). Examples of 143 
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noun coordination include “children and adolescents”, “drugs and alcohol”, and “anxiety and 144 

depression”. Examples of modifier coordination include “negative and positive”, “male and 145 

female”, “safe and effective” and even quasi-equivalent pairs such as “many other”.  146 

“V obj N” (3%) captured noun-verb collocations required to appropriately describe concepts or 147 

actions specific to medical practice and/or science. Examples include “have … effect”, “treat … 148 

patient”, “provide … information”, “reduce … risk”, and “make … decision”. 149 

“Adj Prep” (3%) represents adjectives followed by prepositions and includes items such as “due 150 

to”, “effective in”, “available for”, “aware of”, and “common in”. Items in this class generally 151 

serve as the objects of passive constructions, for example “Is due to” and “Is effective for”. 152 

Meanwhile, “X of N” (2%) captured modified nouns inverted using the “of” construction; 153 

examples include “% … of … patients”, “quality of life”, “result … of … study”, and “cause of 154 

… death”. Many were phrase equivalent reformulations of terms captured under “X mod N”. 155 

Discussion  156 

In the present study, we used computational linguistic methods to systematically explore medical 157 

English as an entity separate to and apart from the English language itself. The methodology 158 

demonstrated in this study compared two separate, but non-independent corpora—one 159 

representative of general English usage, the other specific to medicine—to identify the usage 160 

patterns specific to medicine, that are less likely to be encountered in day-to-day usage.  161 

Pedagogical implications 162 

As previously described, grammatical relationships were identified and explored based on the 163 

findings of a computational analysis. Such approaches are known to identify and describe grammar 164 
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in schemes known to differ from traditional grammatical models. [24] As described in the 165 

introduction, the corpus and language model used for this analysis have been developed and are 166 

presently used by Oxford University Press, one of the most recognized authorities on the English 167 

language and is thereby assumed to map well to well-recognized models of English grammar.  168 

Fig 2 shows the relationships found to be most prevalent, grouped according to traditional 169 

grammatical classification, and listed according to prevalence. These findings are elucidated below. 170 

 171 
 172 

Fig 2. Grammar relationships, grouped according to POS. Y-axis shows prevalence as a 173 
percentage of the aggregate sum (n=9561). X-axis lists the various grammatical relationships 174 
included for discussion, grouped according to high-level grammatical part-of-speech.  175 

 176 

Dependent prepositions (38%) 177 

Dependent prepositions come in three varieties, dependent nouns, dependent verbs, and dependent 178 

adjectives and are represented in our data by the “N Prep”, “V Prep”, and “Adj Prep” relationships. 179 
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Together, this grammatical category was found to have a combined prevalence of 38%. Dependent 180 

prepositions are word forms in which the meaning of the respective POS depends entirely upon 181 

the attached preposition, and strongly reflect the ancient roots of medical English. For nNS, these 182 

forms are particularly difficult to master due to the incorrect assumption that the meaning of the 183 

dependent preposition directly reflects the combined meaning of the constituent POS and 184 

prepositions. Indeed, in languages, such as German, where separable POS are more commonly 185 

recognized within the pedagogy, dependent constructions such as these are learned as wholly 186 

independent terms that are separable according to strict grammatical conventions. The high 187 

prevalence of dependent prepositions within the body of medical English strongly implies the need 188 

for a similar approach to be adopted by learners and instructors charged with their learning. 189 

Prepositional phrases (33%) 190 

The high-incidence prepositional phrases found within medical English generally represent 191 

subordinate clauses that refer to additional information commonly required within medical 192 

discourse. Unlike dependent prepositions, prepositional phrases can and should be understood as 193 

separable units, with a combined meaning that can be logically inferred from the constituent parts. 194 

That said, the high prevalence of such phrases requires that learners wishing to function 195 

competently at this level be familiar with and comfortable using these patterns. This is the hallmark 196 

of high-level fluency, which has been shown to directly impact perceived credibility. [25] In fields 197 

such as medicine, where credibility is essential to the life and well-being of others, instructors and 198 

learners alike have a duty to ensure adequate familiarity with and competence using these terms. 199 

 200 

 201 
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Noun phrases (18%) 202 

Nouns, which are commonly assumed to be the most essential component of medical English 203 

education, were found to be overall less relevant with respect to improving learners’ overall 204 

medical English capacity. Indeed, aside from the overall lower prevalence within medical English, 205 

correct usage and interpretation requires a less intimate knowledge of context or collocational 206 

usage. In addition, given the overall lower likelihood that any given noun phrase will be 207 

encountered in a given text (see Table 2, term frequency), learners and instructors may be better 208 

served allocating efforts to mastery of the other constructs previously discussed in this section. 209 

Indeed, as the present authors have observed with their own students, high-aptitude learners (such 210 

as doctors and medical students) can easily assimilate new vocabulary encountered in context, 211 

especially with the help of electronic dictionaries and instantaneous, online information retrieval 212 

services such as Google. This observation is corroborated by previous studies supporting the 213 

effectiveness of this approach. [26] 214 

Miscellaneous verb or adverbial phrases (5%) 215 

Verbs play a central role in the understanding and usage of any language, so much so in fact that 216 

the verbs most commonly found in medical English are also relatively common overall. This is 217 

reflected by the comparably lower incidence of verbs and verb phrases in the present study, which 218 

systematically identified and extracted only terms found to be relatively more prevalent within 219 

medical English, as opposed to general usage. Consequently, this category is dominated by “V obj 220 

N” compound verb constructions that reflect specialized usage of otherwise common POS. 221 

Examples include “have … effect”, “play … role”, “treat … patient”, “provide … information”, 222 

“reduce … risk”, and “make … decision”. Table 3 provides examples of typical usage. As is clearly 223 
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evident, these terms behave as and may be more appropriately understood to be separable verbs 224 

similar, in principle, to those found commonly in languages such as German. And as previously 225 

discussed, a pedagogy that treats such terms accordingly may ultimately be most effective for 226 

ensuring competence at this level. As shown, these terms are composed of relatively common 227 

components, making learner error highly likely if no intervention is made. Therefore, given that 228 

this list is comprised of only 281 items, we feel it would be remiss to omit these from instruction. 229 

Table 3. Example usage for “V obj N”. 230 

V obj N Example 
have ... effect Vitamin E supplementation [[had no apparent effect]] on basal endothelial 
 When the mutation is homozygous it [[has a much greater effect]] , and embryos 
 Thus , the effect of extubation in this subset of patients [[had an appreciable clinical effect]] . 
play ... role Upbringing [[plays an important role]] . 
 Zinc [[plays a vital role]] in connective 
 availability of nonfusion technologies will likely [[play a significant role]] in changing the 
treat ... patient We [[treated 114 patients]] with RIF / PZA 
 When glaucoma is confirmed , the [[patient is medically treated]] and is reexamined 
 that you can never [[treat a patient]] with a borderline 
provide ... information comprehension is primarily dependent on the [[information provided]] explicitly within the 
 We will continue to follow events and [[provide information]] as it comes around 
reduce ... risk You can [[reduce the risk]] of stomach upset 
 You can [[reduce this risk]] by managing your 
 While a preventive mastectomy [[reduces your risk]] of breast cancer 
make ... decision Women considering taking HRT should [[make that decision]] with their clinician 
 to help both of you communicate and [[make important decisions]] , it can be 
 While many physicians want to [[make decisions]] guided by the best 

 231 

Table 3. Example usage for “V obj N”. Examples above represent a sample of the data set 232 
corresponding to the grammatical relationship, “V obj N”. For this group, passive constructions 233 
are shown to demonstrate collocational behavior identical to their active construction counterparts. 234 

 235 

In addition to the “V obj N” items described above, this research identified six other classes of 236 

verb-related relationships. Unlike “V obj N”, most are simple collocations that happen to be more 237 

prevalent in medical discourse. Due to their low incidence, these groups are excluded from detailed 238 

discussion; however, the preceding conclusions generally apply. With only 137 items, learners are 239 

urged to become at least minimally familiar. Supplement 1 provides a comprehensive overview. 240 
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Practical implications 241 

In addition to identifying and characterizing the grammatical relationships most prevalent in 242 

medicine, this research also identifies the specific terminology without which medical English 243 

cannot be appropriately understood or used. Most of these terms have usage and meaning that, 244 

within the medical context, varies substantially from what would be the otherwise typical 245 

interpretation. Without a clear understanding of contextual variation or what constitutes typical 246 

usage, nNS may be more prone to errors in communication or interpretation. [27] Furthermore, as 247 

has been demonstrated by a substantial body of previous research, without the ability to 248 

appropriately recognize and use idiomatic expressions, nNS cannot communicate fluently or 249 

function appropriately at the advanced level of proficiency required in the professional setting. 250 

[28]  251 

Accordingly, Fig 3 incorporates all data previously discussed and maps it according to average 252 

frequency per term, average prevalence per term, and overall term count. This visualization 253 

suggests a framework for prioritizing medical English learning, in which the highest-yield learning 254 

strategy is shown to be one which focus primarily on dependent preposition patterns (i.e., “N Prep”, 255 

“Prep N”, “V Prep”, and “Adj Prep”) and usage of prepositional phrases (“Prep N”). In addition, 256 

this visualization poignantly highlights the finding that noun phrases (“X mod N”), while highly 257 

important as a whole, are individually far less likely to be encountered in any given context. 258 
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 259 

Fig 3. Overview of key grammar relationships. X-axis maps average term frequency per 260 
grammar relationship (importance), while Y-axis maps prevalence (term count * frequency). 261 
Bubble size represents term count (challenge). Only categories with term count > 100 are labelled.  262 

 263 

As previously discussed, noun phrases (“X mod N”, “V obj N”, and “X of N”), the more typical 264 

focus of medical English learning material, are comprised of terms that are 2-3 times less likely to 265 

be encountered in any given text. These results shed light on the seemingly paradoxical situation 266 

in which vocabulary building, while acknowledged to be essential, is generally not regarded as the 267 

most productive use of learning time. [29] Indeed, it is well known that beyond article usage, the 268 

most common error for nNS relates to the usage of prepositions and prepositional phrases. [30] 269 

And interestingly, the present research found these to be the most prevalent within medical English.  270 

 271 

 272 
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Limitations 273 

This research pre-supposes that the corpus used was sufficiently representative for the purpose of 274 

population-level inference. As of the time of this writing, this cannot be confirmed. However, as 275 

previously discussed, the OEC is considered to be the most comprehensive and highest quality 276 

English-language corpus presently available. And it has been employed by numerous authorities 277 

for research into current English usage. Thus the authors contend that the results demonstrated, if 278 

not statistically robust, are nevertheless sufficiently accurate and precise with respect to our stated 279 

aims. Moreover, only aggregated data was subject to analysis; no assertions were made regarding 280 

the importance of individual terms or phrases. Consequently, we expect these present findings to 281 

be highly reproducible and unlikely to vary significantly with the introduction of a new or updated 282 

corpus of comparable or superior quality. 283 

Conclusion 284 

In the present study, computational linguistics methods have been used to identify the prevalence 285 

of key terms and phrases essential to the understanding of medical English. By systematically 286 

identifying such key terms and phrases, we were able to more precisely characterize not only the 287 

words out of which medical English is comprised, but also the logic and grammar most associated 288 

with this highly specialized field. The data presented in this study has strong implications regarding 289 

how to most efficiently improve the communication competence of IMGs, as well as students and 290 

doctors intending to work in countries where English is not the first language. By developing 291 

targeted teaching sessions focusing on preposition-dependent terms as opposed to crude medical 292 

vocabulary, these findings can form the basis for a prospective case-control study to analyze the 293 

effect of these two different strategies on future doctor-patient and doctor-doctor interactions. 294 
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Appendix 398 

Supplemental Table 1. Overview of miscellaneous verbs and adverbial phrases. 399 

rank ADV V N subj V ADV ADJ V Part X to V 
1 also ... have patient ... have statistically ... significant follow ... up likely ... to ... have 
2 also ... find study ... show significantly ... high carry ... out use ... to ... treat 
3 commonly ... use child ... have significantly ... low go ... on find ... to ... have 
4 also ... show patient ... receive significantly ... different point ... out use ... to ... assess 
5 sexually ... transmit study ... find so ... many find ... out have ... to ... do 
6 also ... include study ... suggest very ... important set ... up use ... to ... determine 
7 significantly ... reduce % ... have very ... low rule ... out appear ... to ... have 
8 widely ... use woman ... have as ... opposed make ... up want ... to ... know 
9 significantly ... increase people ... have very ... high pick ... up likely ... to ... develop 

10 also ... provide researcher ... find too ... much turn ... out need ... to ... treat 
11 also ... know research ... show critically ... ill come ... up show ... to ... have 
12 previously ... report study ... demonstrate significantly ... great end ... up intention ... to ... treat 
13 well ... know patient ... undergo very ... good give ... up … 
14 randomly ... assign patient ... take as ... high take ... up likely ... to ... report 
15 also ... use study ... report as ... effective grow ... up show ... to ... reduce 
16 often ... have patient ... experience much ... high break ... down  
17 also ... report data ... suggest very ... different come ... in  
18 still ... have study ... use very ... small work ... out  
19 also ... help study ... examine relatively ... small build ... up  
20 also ... suggest study ... indicate very ... difficult come ... out  
21 well ... understand % ... report as ... possible   
22 often ... use patient ... need as ... likely   
23 previously ... describe patient ... develop very ... similar   
24 … finding ... suggest too ... many   
25 also ... increase patient ... die relatively ... low   

26 et_al ... .find patient ... report commercially ... 
available   

27 well ... tolerate patient ... require minimally ... invasive   
28 randomly ... select symptom ... include significantly ... related   
29 also ... need study ... compare    
30 also ... call patient ... present    
31 also ... occur infection ... cause    
32 et_al ... .report patient ... use    
33 already ... have     
34 also ... note     
35 now ... have     
36 significantly ... decrease     
37 also ... associate     
38 usually ... occur     
39 strongly ... associate     
40 poorly ... differentiate     
41 newly ... diagnose     
42 significantly ... correlate     
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